
WORK EXPERIENCE 

EDUCATION & AWARDS

REFERENCES

Last October I began working for this internationally acclaimed director by editing background 
footage for her performance at the 23rd annual Cucalorus Film Festival. The performance was 
so successful that she required me to work in close collaboration with her in the final cuts of 
her latest feature, Madeline’s Madeline, which IndieWire called “one of the boldest and most 
invigorating American films of the 21st century “. There, I was able to provide production ideas 
which she used to enrich her creative work on a daily basis, which is why I was given the 
exclusive privilege of supporting Decker and her team at the Berlin Film Festival and 
Sundance Film Festival (2018). From there, I became the on set director's assistant for her new 
feature film, Shirley, starring Elisabeth Moss and Michael Stuhlbarg. On set, I maintained and 
managed Josephine's script and schedule, and eventually filled the larger role of background 
casting and even stepped in as 2nd 2nd for the final weeks of the shoot.

OCTOBER 2017 - PRESENT
DIRECTOR’S ASSISTANT to Josephine Decker Los Angeles, CA  

Successfully post and interact with 50K followers daily across social media platforms for a 
USA Today bestselling writer/novelist. I have learned how to nurture and engage with big 
audiences on Facebook on a daily basis, as the pages I manage have shown engagement 
rates that are 40% above comparable pages.  I also compose newsletters, write and run online 
promotions, and create promotional graphics for monthly releases. Using new and innovative 
methods to spread digital content across platforms, her Instagram following has tripped in 
just 8 months.

MAY 2017 - PRESENT
WRITER'S ASSISTANT to Abigail McDonald

Los Angeles, CA

Los Angeles, CA

Conducted  research and provided administrative support to Tony Award-winning director 
Rebecca Taichman during rehearsals of Indecent by Pulitzer-Prize winning playwright Paula 
Vogel. I read scripts, wrote coverage, attended readings and performances, and pitched 
favored plays. While in the rehearsal room on a daily basis, I was able to prevent a historical 
inaccuracy that could have been a crucial mistake. By pointing out the problem and providing 
the research to fix it, we were able to avoid a PR fiasco. I went above and beyond my intern 
duties by providing the ensemble with a team building event, the ambiance of which spilled 
over into the performance,and was later noted by the New York times as the distinguishing 
factor of the play.

JANUARY 2016 - MAY 2016 
DIRECTOR’S ASSISTANT to Rebecca Taichman NYC, NY

Over the past year, I have successfully assisted 3 directors both 
remotely and on set with calendar maintenance, travel 
accommodations, dramaturgical and grant research, social media 
management, video editing, in-depth script analysis, office and file 
organization, film festival support, and all personal and professional 
tasks in between. My goal is to remove stress from any given 
director's life so that their valuable energy is spent on creative 
decisions rather than minutia. I am collaborative by nature, calm in a 
crisis, and have deep respect for the art-form of production as a 
whole. I will be a helpful addition to your incredible team.

WHY ME? 

CONTACT

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Ariel

Zucker
DIRECTOR'S ASSISTANT
CREATOR, PRODUCER, and DIRECTOR of CNT PRODUCTIONS
DIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER,
CINEMATOGRAPHER and EDITOR

Final Cut Pro X

Adobe Suite

GarageBand/Logic Pro

MS Office

zucker.ariel@gmail.com

+1 (770) 292-8446

8335 Kirkwood Dr
West Hollywood, CA 90046

ABIGAIL MCDONALDJOSEPHINE DECKER

USA Today Bestselling Writer/Novelist
Los Angeles, CA

Internationally Acclaimed Filmmaker
Los Angeles, CA

 (818) 613-7144
abby.mcdonald@gmail.com

(917) 771-8828
josephine.decker@gmail.com

FOLLOW ME 

@imarealcnt
www.arielzucker.com @arielzucker

MINOR: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Dean’s List
College and University Honors

Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA

BEST MUSIC VIDEO
STUDIO CITY FILM FESTIVAL (2017) / Papi Runs Los Angeles, CA

2013 / 2017

www.vimeo.com/arielzucker

CURRENT PROJECT

CNT is a femme-millennial production company devoted to creating 
space for marginalized voices and making difficult conversations 
digestible.  I’ve managed a weekly writer’s room for 4 seasons, and 
in that time we've created 34 podcast episodes and 6 short films. 15 
regular staff members collaborate from coast to coast to produce 
Not Your Type, a sketch comedy series devoted to creating room for 
women/POC in roles we don't typically see ourselves in, both on and 
off screen. We are also producing a visual poetry series called 
Black Girl Poem,  featuring award winning content from 
groundbreaking artists around the world.

SEPTEMBER 2015 - PRESENT
CREATOR, SHOWRUNNER, PRODUCER, WRITER, 
DIRECTOR,  AND EDITOR at CNT Productions NYC/LA

B.F.A.: JOHN WELLS DIRECTING PROGRAM

VIDEO PRODUCTION

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook

Youtube
Instagram

Snapchat/Twitter

INSTAGRAMSWEBSITES

AUGUST 2018 - PRESENT
DIRECTOR’S ASSISTANT to Sarah Adina Smith

Los Angeles, CA
SEPTEMBER  2018 - PRESENT
DIRECTOR’S ASSISTANT to Eve Weston

Read scripts submitted for TV and film director Sarah Adina Smith's consideration and provide 
in-depth analysis, dramaturgical research and personal evaluation.

Provide administrative support to VR sitcom director Eve Weston by handling travel 
accomodations, managing calendar, and providing grant research.




